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ITERATIVE AND PETROV-GALERKIN METHODS
FOR SOLVING A SYSTEM OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL

NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

GUO BEN-YU AND J. J. H. MILLER

Abstract. Two sequences of supersolutions and subsolutions are constructed.

Their limits are the solutions of a system of one-dimensional nonlinear elliptic

equations. A Petrov-Galerkin scheme is proposed. The existence of solutions

of the resulting discrete system is proved by an iteration which also provides a

numerical method.

1. Introduction

In studying some problems arising in electromagnetism, biology, and some
other topics, we have to consider systems of nonlinear elliptic equations and

their numerical solutions. The properties of such systems are very different

from those of a single equation (see, e.g., Aronson and Weinberger [1], Fife

and Tang [4, 5], Grindrod and Sleeman [6], and Guo Ben-yu and Mitchell [7]).

Recently, Guo Ben-yu and Miller [8] proposed an iterative method and a Petrov-

Galerkin scheme for a single nonlinear elliptic equation. This paper is devoted

to generalizing these two methods to a system of nonlinear elliptic equations.

It is not difficult to prove the existence of solutions of such systems following

the work of [6]. But we prefer to develop a new constructive proof in §2, which

also provides an iterative method. The main idea is to construct sequences of

supersolutions and subsolutions, the limits of which are the exact solutions. For

each step of the iteration we only have to solve a system of linear elliptic equa-
tions by a finite difference scheme or finite element method. If we choose the

former, then the whole iteration is quite close to a finite difference method for

the original problem in conjunction with a Newton procedure. But the conver-
gence of Newton's method depends on the error between the exact solution and

initial value, which is very difficult to estimate. Conversely, it is easier to choose

the initial values in our iteration method. Furthermore, the monotonicity of the

sequences gives upper bounds and lower bounds of the exact solutions.

In §3, we consider a Petrov-Galerkin method in which test functions are dif-

ferent from the trial functions. Thus, we derive a scheme which is as simple

as a finite difference scheme and as accurate as the finite element method. In

particular, this scheme is of positive type and thus possesses properties similar
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to those of the original problem. Hence, it is easy to deal with the existence of

solutions of the resulting discrete system by an iteration which provides a nu-

merical method for solving such a system. We also estimate the error between

the exact solution and the approximate one, using local Green's functions. Fi-

nally, we consider further approximations in §4. This method can be generalized

to problems with discontinuous coefficients.

2. Iterative method

Let I = {x\0 < x < 1}, 7 be the closure of /, and u = (ux,u2, ... , um)T

be a vector function of x . The given function

f(x ,u)£[Cx(IxRm)f) C°(I x Rm)]m

has components f(x, u). Furthermore, let

u'j(x) = -q^-(x)   and   / = diag(/i ,l2, ... ,lm)

with

liUj(x) = -(a/(x)w-(x))',        X < i < m,

where üj(x) £ CX(I). Assume that there exist positive constants ao, ax, and

a nonnegative constant a2 such that

< a2   for x £ I,   X < i < m.
,  -, da¡,  .

oto < cij(x) < ax, J^M

Let Fitj(x, u) = §£-(x, u) and define

Lu(x) = lu(x) + f(x, u(x)).

We consider the following problem:

ÍL«W = 0,        x£l,

[ ' ' 1 u(0) = u(X) = 0.

The solution of such a system is a vector function u(x) £ [C2(I) n Cx(I)]m

satisfying (2.1). If u¡(x) < v¡(x) for all x £ 7 and 1 < / < m, we say that

u < v . If m» < u < u*, then we say that u £ K(w*, u*). We begin with the

maximum principles.

Lemma 2.1. If u £ [C2(I) n Cx(I)]m and

j lu(x) > 0,        x £ I,

\w(0)>0,     u(l)>0,

then u(x) > 0 for x £ 7. Similarly, if

j lu(x) < 0, X £l,

\k(0)<0,    m(1)<0,

then u(x) < 0 for x £ I.

We now introduce the concept of supersolution and subsolution.
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Definition 2.1. A vector function ïï € [C2(I) n Cx(I)]m is a supersolution of

(2.1) if
J Lu(x) > 0,        x £ I,

\ïï(0)>0,    S(1)>0.

Similarly, u £ [C2(I) n Cx(7)]m is a subsolution of (2.1) if

J Lm(jc) < 0,        x e /,

\m(0)<0,    m(1)<0.

There is no definitive result for the existence of supersolutions and subsolu-

tions. But if f(x, u*) > 0 and f(x, «*) < 0 for some nonnegative constant

vector u* and nonpositive constant vector u*, then ü = u* and u = u* are su-

persolution and subsolution of (2.1), respectively. We now turn to the existence
of solutions of (2.1).

Theorem 2.1. Assume that (2.1) has a supersolution ïï and a subsolution u
such that

(X)   u(x) <u(x) for x e7;
(2) \Fij(x, n)\< M for x £ I and r\ £ K(u, ïï),  X < i <m;
(3) Fjj(x, n) < 0 for x £ I, r\ £ K(u, ïï), and ij^j, X < i, j < m.

Then (2.1) has a solution in K(u,ü) which is the limit of a nonincreasing

sequence of supersolutions. Problem (2.1) also has a solution in K(u,ü) which

is the limit of a nondecreasing sequence of subsolutions.

Proof. We first let W(0) = ïï and define a sequence as follows:

(2 2) í(l + M)wk+x(x)-Mwk(x) + f(x,wk(x)) = 0,        x£l,

\wk+x(0) = wk+x(X) = 0.

We use induction. Suppose that wk £ K(«, ïï) is a supersolution. Clearly,

wk+i e [C2(/) n ci(7)]m _ Let zk+x = wk+x - wk ; then we have from (2.2)

that

Í (I + M)zk+X(x) = -lwk(x) - f(x, wk(x)) = -Lwk(x) <0,        x£l,

\ zk+x(0),  zfc+1(l)<0.

Since the maximum principle is also valid for the operator I + M, we have
zk+x(x) < 0 and wk+x < wk < ïï. Now let

(Fi,\(x,n)    ■■■    Fx,m(x,r})\

F(x,n)= : :

\Fm,i(x,ri)    ■■■    Fmytn(x,r\)J

Then

(l + M)(wk+x(x)-u(x))

= M(wk(x) - u(x)) - Lu(x) + f(x, u(x)) - f(x, wk(x))

> M(wk(x) - u(x)) - F(x, dk(x))(wk(x) - u(x)),

where 6k £ K(u, wk) c K(u, ïï) and thus

\Fij(x,dk(x))\<M,        F,j(x,ek(x))<0   fori^j.
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Therefore,
Í (l + M)(wk+x(x)-u(x))>0,        X£l,

\wk+x(0)>u(0),    wk+x(X)>u(X).

By the maximum principle, we find that u < wk+x, and so wk+x e K(w, ïï).

Moreover,

Lwk+X(x) = lwk+x(x) + f(x,wk+x(x))

= -Mzk+X + f(x, wk+x(x)) - f(x, wk(x))

= -Mzk+X(x) + F(x,6k+X(x))zk+x(x) > 0,

where 6k+x £ K(wk+X, wk) c K(u, if), and thus wk+x is also a supersolution

of (2.1). The above statements ensure that there is a function w £ K(u, u)

such that
w(x) = lim wk(x),        xel

k—>oo

In order to show that w(x) is a solution of (2.1), we introduce a Green's

function as follows:

G(x, s) = diag(Gx(x, s), G2(x, s), ... , Gm(x,s)),

where
J l¡Gi(x, s) = S(x, s), x £ I, s £ I,   X < i < m,

{Gi(0,s) = Gi(X,s) = 0,    se 7,  X < i < m.

It can be verified that

ri   ,  /WWw   xx<s,
Gi(x,s) = (

\ig?\x)gf\s),   ifs<x,

where

*-{£mf- ̂ -f.é- «rVi-jfar
Then (2.1) is equivalent to

(2.3) u(x) = -      G(x, s)f(s, u(s))ds,
Jo

while (2.2) is equivalent to

(2.4) wk+x(x) = - [ G(x,s)[Mwk+x(s)-Mwk(s) + f(s,wk(s))]ds.
Jo

It is easy to show that wk  converges to w  uniformly for x £ 7.   Letting

k —> oo in (2.4), we see that w satisfies (2.3). We also have from (2.3) that

w £ [C2(I) n Cx(l)]m and w(0) = w(X) = 0. Hence w is a solution of (2.1).

We next let w° = u and define a sequence as follows:

f (l + M)wk+x(x)-Mwk(x) + f(x,wk(x)) = 0,        x£l,

( ' -* {wk+x(0) = wk+x(X) = 0.

By an argument similar to that in the previous paragraph, the second assertion

is proved.   D
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 also provides us with an iteration to solve (2.1).

For each k , we only have to solve a linear problem by known numerical meth-

ods. Fife and Tang [4, 5] also considered (2.1), but with a nonconstructive

proof. On the other hand, many researchers constructed the iteration as follows
(see, e.g., [6]):

f lwk+x(x) + f(x,wk(x),wk+x(x)) = 0,        X£l,

I wk+x(0) = wk+x(X) = 0,

with

f(x,wk(x),wk+x(x))

= f(x, wk(x),..., wk_x(x), wk+x(x), wk+x(x),..., wkm(x)).

In this case we need two iterations to solve (2.1), which is not so convenient for
computation.

If for each step k , we use a finite difference scheme to solve the linear prob-

lems (2.2) and (2.5), then the whole iterative method is very close to the same

difference scheme approximating (2.1) directly in conjunction with a Newton

procedure. But the convergence of such an approach depends on the choice of

the initial values. Generally, (2.1) has several solutions. Therefore, the corre-

sponding sequences tend to different exact solutions for different initial values.

But it is usually not possible to estimate the errors between the exact solutions

and the initial values. On the other hand, it is easier to construct supersolutions

and subsolutions. The sequences given by (2.2) and (2.5) tend to fixed solutions,

respectively. Furthermore, these sequences are monotonie in k and so provide

bounds for the exact solutions and for the error of the approximate ones.

We now consider the uniqueness of the solution.

Lemma 2.2 (Poincaré inequality). If z(0) = 0 or z(X) = 0, then ||z||¿2(n <

Izl2

Theorem 2.2. If Mxm < a0 and \F¡j(x, n)\ < Mx for all x £ I and r\ £
K(w*, u*), then (2.1) has only one solution in K(m„ , u*).

Proof. Let u and ü be solutions of (2.1). Let z = u - ü. Then

lz(x) + F(x,6(x))z(x) = 0,        x£l,

(2'6) U(0) = z(l) = 0,

where 6 lies between u and ü, and so 6 £ K(m», u*). Multiplying the above

equation by z and integrating by parts, we get

/■l m     ç.X

/  ai{x)(z'i(x))2dx + Y      FiJ(x,d(x))zi(x)zj(x)dx = 0,
(2.7) Jo j^xJo

X < i < m.

By Lemma 2.2,

/'Jo
F,j(x, 6(x))Zi(x)zj(x)dx

< ~2 (IIz'IIl2(/) + llzjllz.2(/)) < -y (Iz¡\w(i) + lzi'l//i(/))-
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By substituting the above estimates into (2.7), we get

(ao-Mxm)\z\2W(I) < 0,

from which, and the boundary conditions, the conclusion follows.   D

We now estimate the error between wk and w .

Theorem 2.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem   2.1   hold and that

\Fjj(x, n)\ < Mx for all x £ I and n £ K(u, ïï). Then

w k T7TII /   iTTT/tw|U°°(/) < \wk - w\HHI) < yk/2\w° - w\W[I),

provided that Mxm < 2c*o and

Mx(2m+X)      .
y = —- < 1.

4«o - 2MX m

Proof. Let zk = wk — w . Then

(/ + M)zk+X(x) = Mzk(x) + f(x, w(x)) - f(x, wk(x))

= Mzk(x) - F(x, 9k(x))zk(x),

where 6k lies between wk and w , and thus 6k £ K(u, ïï). By an argument

similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain

j ai(x)((zk+x(x))')2dx + M\\zk+x\\2LHI)-Mj zk(x)zk+x(x)dx

m      -i

+ Y      Fíj(x, 9k(x))zk+x(x)zk(x)dx = 0.

Since

and

7 = 1

-1

M J zk(x)zk+x(x)dx < Mx\\zk+x\\lH[) + ^-\zf\2HHI)

[ FiJ(x,dk(x))zk+x(x)zk(x)dx
Jo

<M±(\7k+U2 +\7k\2        \
-=    2   *■'   '      '^'W      \Zj\W(I))>

we get

(2a0 - Mxm)\zk+X\2HI{[) <Mx(m + \)\zk\2W(I),

from which the conclusion follows.   D

We can similarly estimate the error between wk and w .

Remark 2.1. If m = X and |^(x, n)>0 for all x e / and neR, then (2.1)

has certainly supersolutions and subsolutions, and any supersolution is not less

than any subsolution. So (2.1) has a unique solution in R. We can also estimate

the error by the maximum principle (see Guo Ben-Yu and Miller [8]).

3. Petrov-Galerkin method

Another way to solve (2.1) numerically is to discretize (2.1) directly and

obtain a discrete nonlinear system. Then we use iteration to solve this discrete

system. In this section, we consider a Petrov-Galerkin method, which has been
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widely used for single equations (see, e.g., Christie et al. [3] and Kuo Pen-yu

and Mitchell [9]).
We begin with a weak formulation of (2.1 ). We seek a solution u £ [H¿ (I)]m

such that

(3.1) (aiu'i,v'i) + (fi,vl) = 0   Vv £[HXo(I)]m,  X<i<m,

where (•,•) denotes the inner product in L2(I) and

(fi,Vi) = (f(-, w(0), «/(•)),        \<i<m.

To discretize (3.1), we introduce a set of mesh points {xp}N such that

0 = Xrj < X[ < • • • < Xff-x < Xn = 1 •

For each p, let Ip = (xp_i, xp), hp = xp - xp-x, and h = maxx<p<N hp.

Suppose that there exists a positive constant ß such that

(3 2) maxi<p<jv hp <

mini<p<Nhp

Let Sn = YlJLx^hj and Th = rj^L] Th j be finite-dimensional spaces of trial and
test functions respectively. Then the approximate problem is to find Uh £ Sh

such that

(3.3)   (aiu'h ,,v'h ,) + /  //(*, uh(x))vhyi(x)dx = 0   Vvn£Th,  X < i < m.
Jo

Let {<pp}o  and {Wp)o be bases for the spaces Sh and Th , respectively, where

<Pp = (<PP,l, ■■■ , <Pp,m)J, Vp = {Vp,\,..., Vp,m)r-

We seek a solution u/, £ S¡, of the form

N-l

uh(x) = Y uh(xP)<Pp(x)   for all x £ 7.

p=i

Then (3.3) becomes an integro-difference system of the form

{EÎLo(<Wp,,>  Vq,M,i(XP)

+ Sof(x,uh(x))ipq,i(x)dx = 0,        X<i<m,   X<q<N-X,

uh(0) = uh(X) = 0.

Now we assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:

(Hi) supp <pp U supp y/p c Ip U Ip+X for 1 <p < N,

(H2) tpp,i(Xq) = yp,i(Xq) = Sp,q for 1 < I < w, 0 <p,q< N,

(H3) <ppj(x) > 0 and ¿ZP=i <Pp,i(x) = 1 for x e 7,

(H4) Üp_, <Pq,i(x)dx < 2 for q = p - X, p,

(H5) hwp,i(x) = 0 for all x 0 {xp}^, X<i<m,   X<p<N-X.

Then, by (Hi) the coefficients for uhi(xp) in the tfth equation of (3.4) equal

zero, unless \p-q\ < X. Furthermore, (H2) and (H5) imply that the coefficient
for MA)1(Xp_i), after integrating by parts, is

r*p
(ai<P'p-i,i> V'p,i) = j     ai(x)<Pp-Xj(x)vp>i(x)dx = -ai(xp-X)y/pj(xp-X +0).

Jx„-,
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The coefficients of unj(xp+x) and uni(xp) are respectively

(ai9p+i.i> V4,i) = /      a¡(x)(p'p+Xj(x)y/pj(x)dx = ai(xp+x)y/pJ(xp+x-0),
JXp

rxp+i

{ai<p'p,i, VP,i) = j      ai(x)<p'pj(x)y/'P,i(x)dx
Jxp-\

= ai(xp)ti/'pi(xp - 0) - ai{xp)yt'pJ{xp + 0).

Following Boglaev and Miller [2], we have from (H2) and (H5) that

í a r -*l
rxP+l   dt

Ai'p+xJx     ajf)'       Atip+1

0, otherwise,

¥i,p(x) = <

X £lp,

X £l„

with

<-(/,

x"    dt

It is easy to see that

ai(xp-X)y/Pti(xp-X + 0) = ai(xp)y/'Pti(xp - 0) = AitP,

ai(xp+x)y/'Pti(xp+x -0) = ai(xp)y/'p i(xp + 0) = -Ai>p+l.

We now define

lh =diag(/A,i, lh%2, ... , ln,m),

k,iUh,i(xp) = -Ai,p"h,i(xP-i) + (A^p + ALp+x)unJ(Xp) -Aitp+Xun¡i(xp+X)

and

where

Lhuh(xp) = lhuh(xp) + Jn,p(uh),

h,p(Uh) = (Jh,p,\(Uh)> ••• , Jh,p,m("h))   >

Jh,p,i(Uh)= I fi(x,uh(x))y/pti(x)dx
Jo
/Xp+í r rxp+t   dt

\f(x, un(xp)<pp(x) + uh(xp+x)<pp+x(x)) J       —,

fXp  \ fx    dt
+ Ai,p\      \fi(x,uh(xp-x)tpp-x(x) + uh(xp)<pp(x)) —-

Jxp^¡  [ Jxp-, ai\l)

Then (3.4) becomes

(3.5) {

dx

dx.

Lhuh(xp) = 0, X<p<N-X,

uh(0) = uh(X) = 0.

It is easy to see that for each i, ln t, is a difference operator of positive type.

Thus the following maximum principle holds.
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Lemma 3.1. If
(lhuh(Xp)>0,        X<p<N-X,

\uh(0)>0,    uh(X)>0,

then un(xp) > 0 for all xp . Similarly, if

(lhuh(Xp)<0,        X<p<N-X,

\MA(0)<0,     mä(1)<0,

then Uh(Xp) < 0 for all xp .

We now introduce the concept of supersolution and subsolution.

Definition 3.1.  ïï/, is a supersolution of (3.5), if

( Lnû-h(xp)>0,        X<p<N-X,

\ïïA(0)>0,    ïïA(l)>0.

Similarly, u^ is a subsolution of (3.5), if

(Lhuh(xp)<0,        X<p<N-X,

U/,(0)<0,     uh(X)<0.

If for some nonnegative constant vector u*h and nonpositive constant vector

Uh,* we have f(x, uny*) < 0 and f(x, u*h) > 0, then by (H3), u*h and uht,
are supersolution and subsolution of (3.5), respectively. We now turn to the

existence of solutions of (3.5).

Theorem 3.1. Assume that (3.5) has a supersolution u~h and a subsolution u^

such that

(1) ^(Xp) <Hh(Xp) for 0 <p < N;
(2) |F,,,(x, nn)\ < M for x £ I and r\h £ K("a> üh) < X < i <m;

•(3)   Fij(x,nn)<0 for x£l, rlh£K(uh,u~n), and iï j,  X<i,j<m.

Then (3.5) has a solution in K(wA , uh) which is the limit of a nonincreasing

sequence of supersolutions. Also, (3.5) has a solution in KQ^ïï/,) which is the

limit of a nondecreasing sequence of subsolutions.

Proof. We first let W¿0) = ïïA and define a sequence as follows:

(3 6)   {(lh + Fh)wkh+x(xp)-Ehwkh(xp) + JhrP(wk) = 0,        X<p<N-X,

\wk+x(0) = wk+x(X) = 0,

where

Ehy(xP) = Mh(y(Xp-x) + 2y(xp)+y(xp+x)).

We use induction. Suppose that wkh £ K(wA ,uh) is a supersolution. Let z£+1 =

wk+x -wkh. Then

Í (ln + Eh)zk+X(xp) = -lhwkh(xp) - Jh,p(wk) < 0,        X<p<N-X,

\zk+x(0),  zk+x(X)<0.

The maximum principle gives zki+x(xp) < 0, and so w£+1 <w\<üh. We also

have

(4 + Eh)(wkh+X(xp) - ¡^(Xp)) = Eh(wkh(xp) - i^(xp)) - Lhuh(xp)

+ Jh,p(uh)-Jh,P(wkh).
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We now define

Qh,p(y,y) = (Qh,P,i(y,y), ■■■, Qh,P,m(y,y))T,

Qh,P,i(y,y) = Jh,P,i(y) - J~h,P,i(y)

Ai,P+i /      \¿^fíj(x, 9p)[(yj(xp)-yj(xp))<ppj(x)
Jx>        {7 = 1

fXp+l     ¿i
+ (yj(xP+x) -yj(xp+x))<pp+x j(x)] J     —- S dx

txp     {   m

+ Ai>p /   {SF'.^X' eP-i)HyÁxp-i) -yj(xP-i))<Pp-ij(x)
Jxp-i [j=i

+
fx    dt

{yj{xp)-yj(xp))(pp,j(x)]J    ^t^ ) dx,

where 6P lies between y(xp), y(xp+x), y(xp), and y(xp+x). Let

\Fij(x,ep-i)<pp-Xj(x) JDij,P-i(y,y)
rxp

= Aí,p
JXp-¡ 1Xp-\

fl/(r)
dx,

fXp  \ fx    dt
DiJtP(y,y) = Ai,pJ      \Fij(x,ep-X)<pPJ(x)J^    —

rXp+\ r rxp+,   ß

+ AiyP+x \Fij(x,dp)<Ppj(x) -
JxD       I Jx        "1

L

dx
*p-\ L "Xp-i

dt_

Jt)\

Dij,p+x(y,y) = AitP+i j       \Fij(x, 6p)tpp+XJ(x) J      —-

dx,

dx,

and

f £>i,i,q(y,$)    ■■■    Dx>m,q(y,y)\
Dq(y,y) = for q = p - 1, p, p + 1,

VAfi.i.íÜ'.j>)   •■•   Dm,m,q(y,y)J

D*(y,y) = dia%(DXAtq(y,y), ... , Dm,m,q(y, y)).

Then

(3.8)
Qh,P(y, f) = Dp_x(y, y)(y(xp-x) -y(xp-X)) + Dp(y, y)(y(xp) -y(xp))

+ Dp+X(y, y)(y(xp+x) -y(xp+x)).

It is easy to show that

a0
(3.9)

We have from (H3) that

(3.10)

Ai,P >

\Di,ifP-x\<Mhp,

\DiJ>p\<M(hp+hp+x),

\Di,i,p+\\ <Mhp+x.
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Using the above notations and the nonpositivity of F¡ j(x, 6P) for i ± j, we

have from (3.7) that

(lh+En)(wk+x(Xp)-uh(Xp))

= Eh(Wkh(Xp) - Uh(Xp)) - LhUh(Xp) - Qh,p(Wkh , Uj,)

> Eh(Wkh(Xp) - Uh(Xp)) - Y Dl(Wh > äh)(Wh(Xq) - äh(Xq))
q=p-l,p,p+l

> Eh(Wkh(Xp) - Uh(Xp)) - Y D*q(Wh ' =h)(Wh(Xq) ~ Hh(Xq)) ,
q=p-l,p,p+l

and thus (3.10) leads to

(lh+En)(wk+x(xp)-uh(xp))>0.

Therefore, uh < wkh+x and wkh+x £ K(uh, un). Moreover,

Lhwk+X(xp) = lnwk+x(xp) + Jh,p(wkh+X)

= -EhZk+X(Xp) + Jh,p(wk+X) - Jh,p(Wkh)

= -Ehzk+x(xp) + Qh,p(wk+x,wk)>0.

Thus, wkh+x is also a supersolution of (3.5). The above argument implies that

there exists a function W/, £ K(uh , u~h) such that

wn(xp) = lim wkh(xp)   forO<p<N.
k—foo

Letting k —► oo in (3.6), we see that wh is a solution of (3.5).

Next, let w^ = u^ and define a sequence as follows:

Í (k + Eh)wkl+X(xp) - Ehwk(xp) + Jh,P(wk) = 0,        X<p<N-X,

\wk+x(0) = wk+x(X) = 0.

Then the second assertion follows from an argument similar to that above.   D

The above statements show that the choice of test functions in this section

is also appropriate for rough data. For instance, if a,(x + 0) ^ a¡(x - 0), then
we take x to be one of the mesh nodes, say xp = x . Then

(a¡9p,i, ¥'P,i) = a>(x - 0)^'(x - 0) - a,(x + 0)y/'(x + 0).

We also avoid integrating the function a¡(x)Q(x), where Q(x) is a polynomial.

Besides, such a choice ensures the positivity of the operator 4 ,, and thus

the resulting discrete system keeps properties similar to those of the original
problem. These properties play an important role in the proof of the existence

of solutions and in error estimations. (For results on a linear problem with

rough coefficients, cf. the ^-method and the Remark on p. 527 of Babuska

and Osborn [10].)
We now consider the uniqueness of the solution. Define the following discrete

norms:

N

\\zhWoo =ma_x|zA(x)|,        \\zh\\2 = YnPzh(xP),
*e/ p=0

2 _ V^ (z(Xp)-z(Xp-i))2
NÎ = E Kp=l l"
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Lemma 3.2 (see [11]). // zh(0) = zh(X) = 0, then

N-l

F(yn, zh) := Y(~yh(Xp)zh(Xp-X) + yh(Xp)zh(Xp)

p=i

+ yh(xP+i)zh(xp) -yh(xp+x)zh(xp+x))zh(Xp)

N

= Yy^Xp)^Zh^xp) - zh(Xp-i))2.
P=l

If, in addition, yn(xp) > a0/hp for X < p < N, then F(yh , zn) > ao\zh\2x.

The above lemma can be verified directly.

Lemma 3.3. // zn(0) = 0 or zn(X) = 0, then \\zh\\2 < \zn\\.

Proof. Assume zh(0) = 0. We have

p

zh(Xp) = Y(Zh(xj) - zh(Xj~l)).

7=1

Thus,

and \\zh\\2<\zh\2.   D

Theorem 3.2. If 4ßMxm < ao and

\Fjj(x, n)\ < Mx   for all x £ I and n e K(wA », u*h),

then (3.5) has only one solution in K(wA),, u*h).

Proof. Let w>, and ü¿ be solutions of (3.5) and zh = u/, - «/,. Then

f lhzh(Xp) + Qh,p(uh,üh) = 0,        X<p<N-X,

\zh(0) = zh(X) = 0.

Multiplying the above equation by zh and summing over all xp , we obtain

from Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3, (3.9), and (3.10) that

N-l

ao\Zh\\ <~Y zh(Xp)Qh,P(Uh , un) < AßMxm\\zh\\2 < 4ßMxm\zh\2x,

p=i

from which, and the boundary conditions, the conclusion follows.   D

We now estimate the error between ïïj£ and ÏÏJ/,.

Theorem 3.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem   3.1   hold and that

\F¡j(x, n)\ < Mx for all x £ I and n £ K(uh , ïï/,). Then

\\wkh -ïïJaIIoo < \wkh-wh\x <ykx/2\w°h-wh\x,

provided that 2ßMx(m + X) < ao and

2ßMx(m+X)

71     a0-2ßMx(m+X)
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Proof. Let z£ = wh - wh . Then

(lh + Eh)zk+X(xp) = Enzk(xp) - Qh,p(wkh,wh),        X<p<N-X.

Multiplying the above equation by zkh+x and summing over all xp , we have

N-l

(a0 - 2ßMxm)\zk+x\2 + £(£Az£+1(*P))z*+1(xp)

(3.11) P=l

V ' N-l

<2ßMxm\zk\2 + Y(Ehzk.(xP))zk+x(xp).

p=i

It is easy to show that

(Ehzk+x(xp))zk+x(xp)>0,

Y(Ehzk(Xp))zk+x(Xp) < 2ßMx(\\zk\\2 + ||z£+1||2)

p=i

<2ßMx(\zk\2 + \zk+x\2)

from which, and (3.11), the conclusion follows.   D

We can also estimate the error between w£ and wh in the same way.

Remark 3.1. If m = X and ||(x, n) > 0 for all x £ I and n £ R, then (3.5)

has certainly supersolutions and subsolutions, and any supersolution is not less

than any subsolution. So (3.5) has a unique solution in R. We can also estimate

the error by the maximum principle (see Guo Ben-yu and Miller [8]).
Finally, we estimate the error between the exact solution u and the approxi-

mate solution «/,. To do this, we introduce local Green's functions as follows:

Gp(x, s) = diag(GxjP(x, s), G2,p(x,s), ... , Gm,p(x,s)),

where

f lh,iGitP(x, s) = ô(x,s),        (x,s)£ Ipxlp,  X <p<N - X,  X<i<m,

\GitP(xp-i,s) = Gi,p(xp,s) = 0,       s£lp,  1 <p <N- 1,  l</<m.

Clearly,

^ t«i>)«8w.    ***.
GitP(x,s) = •{     ■'

where the A¡tP are the same as before and

Thus,

rxp

Ui(x) = Ui(xp-X)gl]]p(x) + Ui(xp)g¡2)p(x) - /     G(,p(x, s)f(s, u(s))ds.
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By differentiating the above expression for u¡ in Ip and 7p+i, and putting

x = xp , we get

u'i(xp - 0) = Ui(xp-i)g¡]l{xp) + u,(xp)g¡2)p(xp)
rxD

- -J- í ' S?!P(xP)g^p(s)fi(s, u(s))ds,
A',P   JXp-i

u'i(xp + 0) = Uj(xp)g{¿]p+X(xp) + Ui(xp+X)g^'p+X(xp)

- -A— P+l g{il)p+x(s)gl2l+x(xp)f(s, u(s))ds.
sliP+l  Jx„

rxP+i

,P+l Jx,

Since u £ CX(I), we have u\(xp - 0) = u'j(xp + 0) and so

f lhu(xp) + Jp(u) = 0,        X<p<N-X,

\u(0) = u(X) = 0,

where ln is the same as before, and

JP(U) = (JpJ(u), JP,2(U), ... , Jp,m(u))T ,

rxp+,   / rxp+i    fa   \
Jp,i(u) = Ai,p+xJ       lf(x,u(x))J      a~(7))dx

Let Pnu be the piecewise linear interpolant of u corresponding to {Ip}x and

suppose that {(pp)o are the standard piecewise linear basis functions. Then

assumptions (Hj)-(H5) are satisfied and

N

PhU(x) = Yu(xp)(Pp(x)-

p=0

Therefore,

max \Phu(x) - u(x)\ < cxh2,
X€l

where cx is a positive constant depending only on ||w||c2(/) • Hence, there is a

positive constant c2 such that

\Jp(u) - Jp(Pnu)\ < c2h\

Now put zh(xp) = un(xp) - u(Xp). Then

lhzh(xp) + Jh,p(uh) - Jh,P(u) = JP(u) - Jn,p(u),

and so

kzh(xp) + Qh,p(Uh , u) = Jp(u) - Jh,p(u).

Theorem 3.4. Let u and U/, be the solution of (2.1) and (3.1) in K(u*,u*),
respectively. Assume that

(i)   4ßMxm <a0,

(ii)   \F¡j(x, n)\ < Mx for all x £ I and n £ K(w», u*),
(iii)   {tpp}o  are the standard piecewise linear basis functions.
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Then for some C3 > 0,

II«-"aIIoo < I«-«a|i <ci,h2.

Proof. Analogously to the procedure used for demonstrating Theorem 3.2, one

can obtain

ao\zh\2x<AßMxm\zh\2x+cYhi\zh(xP)\.
p

One also has that the last term above is bounded by

cY{hXpl2zh(xp))(hxp'2ßh2) <eYhpZ2h(xp) + Y (¿M2Ä4)
p p p

for any e > 0, and the result follows.   G

4. Further approximations

In general, the integrals in (3.5) cannot be evaluated exactly. One way of

overcoming this difficulty is to replace a¿ by an approximation. Here we use a
piecewise linear approximant a, to a¡, namely

äi(x) = Y(ai(Xp-i)(xp - x) + a¡(xp)(x - xp-X)),       x £ Ip.

Let / = diag(/i, l2, ... , ¡m)  and/,w,(x) = -(a,(x)ü¿(x))'.   Then the corre-

sponding problem is to find ü £ [C2(I) n Cx(7)]m such that

J Z«(x) = /«(
I fi(0) = a(l)

,/ = lü(x) + f(x,ü(x)) = 0,        X£l,

Clearly, a, and a¡ satisfy the same conditions as those in §2. Thus, for problem
(4.1), we have results similar to those in Theorems 2.1-2.3.

Now let

h = diag(4,i, h,2, ■■■, h,m),

h,iuh,i(xP) = -Ai,púh,i(xp-X) + (AiiP + Ai<p+X)ü„j(xp) - A¡tP+xüf,j(xp+x),

and

Jh,p(Üh) = (J'h,p,l(Üh), ■■■ , Jh,p,m(Üh))T ,

~ ~ rxp+i r rxp+i (¡t

Jh,p,i(üh)=Ai,p+xJ      \f(x, üh(xp)(pp(x) + üh(xp+x)(pp+x(x))J

' Xp-\

where

äi(t)

rxP I fx    dt
+ Ai%p\      \f(x, ün(xp-x)<pp-x(x) + üh(Xp)tpp(x))        —

JX„-\ Jx„-\ uii(t)

dx

dx,

Att9'\Lim)
-1

Then the corresponding Petrov-Galerkin method is to find «/, € Sh such that

íhüh(xp) = 0,        X<p<N-X,

üh(0) = üh(X) = 0.

(4.2) { Lh
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(4.4)

We can establish results similar to those in Theorems 3.1-3.3. If, in addition,

{<Pp)o  are the standard piecewise linear basis functions, then

(4.3) ||ù — MaIIoo < c4h2.

On the other hand, if we put z = u - ü, then

' hzi(x) + 1Z7=iFI,j(x,d(x))zj(x)

< = ((¿,(x) - a,(x))^(x))',        x£l,  X<i<m,

iz(0) = z(l) = 0,

where 6 lies between u and Ü. If u, ü £ K(w», u*) and \F¡j(x, n)\ < Mx

for all x £ I and r\ £ K(u», u*), then we have from (4.4) that for an arbitrary

positive constant e,

m      -i

Y     (äi(x) - ai(x))u'i(x)z'j(x)dx
iTxJo

X   m     fx
^e\z\w(i) + j;Y  / ((ài(x) - a^x^u'^x))2 dx

Hfc í=i Jo

<e\z\2Hi{I) + Cjh\

where c$ is a positive constant depending only on ||a||//2(/) and ||«||fli(/). Thus,

if Mx m + e < ao , then

(a0 - Mxm)\z\¿Hl{¡) <

(4.5) tl" - «Hl°°(/) < I" - fi|ffi(/) < J
Ci

e(ao - Mxm - e)
h2

The integral in (4.2) is still a difficulty for general functions /. To overcome
this, we can use piecewise linear interpolation also for f(x, u(x)) as follows.

Let

J~h,p(Üh) = (Jh,p,l(Üh)> •■■ > Jh,p,m(Üh))    .

^ ~        rxp+i r

Jh,p,i(üh) = Ai<p+x J       \(fi(xp,üh(Xp))(ppj(x)

+fi(Xp+X , üh(xp+x))tpp+x,i(x)) I
J X

+ Á~iíP  /        \(fi(Xp-X, Uh(Xp-X))(pp-X j(x)
JxD-, L

XP+I  ¿t

äjjtj

dx

+fi(xp,h(xp))<pP,i(x)) I
Jx

x   _d¿_

, Ut) dx,

and

Lhuh(xp) = lhùh(xp) + Jh,p(h)-

Then the Petrov-Galerkin method leads to the following problem:

ÍLhüh(xp) = 0,        X<p<N,

\fi*(0) = fi*(l)=0.
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Let zh = üf¡ - it/,. Then

ïhzh(xp) + Qh,p(üh , üh) = Jh,p(üh) - Jh,p(ün),

where Qf,p is similar to Qh tP , but a¡ and A¡tP are replaced by a¡ and A¡tP,

respectively. It is easy to verify that

\\Jh,p(ùh)-Jh,p(ùh)\\ <c6h\

where Cf, is a positive constant depending only on ß , max \d2f/du¡duj\, and

\üh\x . So, if Mxm <ao, then for some c-j > 0, we have

(4.6) \\üh -ü/Jloo <c7h2.

By combining (4.3) and (4.5) with (4.6), we conclude that for some eg > 0,

II" — WaIIoo < c%h2.
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